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Introduction

Although it is a commonly held belief that children see the world

in ways which ar. different from the way adults view it it is less

obvious that children are not simply ignorant or unaware of certain facts

about the world, but that they have their own theories and interpretations

of the social and physical events in their lives. Children structure or

organize their experience; each general restructuring or' reorganization

of experience is called a "cognitive stage."

About fifteen years ago the impact of these ideas of the Swiss psy-

chologist and philosopher, Jean Piaget, began to be felt in the circles of

academic psychology in this country. Structural-developmental psychology,

as this approach is sometimes called, has since become accepted as a respectable

if controversial scientific approach to the study of cognition and know-

ledge. The basic principle of this theory 'is that it is useful to think

of children's reasoning as developing through a sequence of stages. Insofar

as these stages are invariant in the order of their construction, they are

seen as universal.

The flurry of intellectual excitement and discovery which markL the

emergence of a new approach has recently subsided. And now within the

academic community, Piagetians have dug in to debate with Skinnerians and

occasionally with Zreudians while the eclectics piously take the best

from each. However, in certain areas the battle still generates new and

controversial ideas. One such area is the social aspects of development.

Another is the educational implications or lack thereof of structural



developmental theory. With regard to the first area, the debate con-

cerns itself with whether or not the Piagetion or structural developmental

approach is applicable to the whole child; not just to the intellectual,

but also to the social, emotional, affective, or moral aspects of human

behavior. With regard to the second area, the debate focusses or. whether

the very nature of Piagetian type stages make them unamenable to "outside"

change or stimulation, and hence to education.

It is toward these issues, the social and educational implications,

that my comments are addressed today. My comments should not be interpreted

to mean that this particular psychological approach can explain all behavior,

but that the structural-developmental approach can help those people who

work with children to better understand and better educate children.



I. A structural approach to understanding social and moral thought in

the young child

Rather than focussing only on the intellectual aspects of the child's

mental life to the exclusion of the social or emotional aspects, .structural

theory considers the dichotomization of these two aspects false to begin

with. Recent research indicates that Children's social unde tending de-

velops according to systematic sequences of stages in ways which parallel

awareness of Logical and physical concepts. For example, my friend and

colleague .Lawrence Kohlberg's research in the area of moral development

indicates that moral judgment develops through a sequence of universal

stages. Although it has been commonly assumed that.morai,,s1ues and beliefs are

acquired through some process of cultural transmission, ar i identification

with the beliefs' and values of parents and members of ado. society, the

research of Kohlberg and his associates indicates that children pass through

an invariant sequence of stages of reasoning about values and beliefs,

and that the mods or yam, of moral reasoning is as important in understanding

moral behavior.as the content of the beliefs themselves.

My own research falls within this structural-developmental framework

and is in part related to research in moral development. My colleagues

and I have been studying stages in the developMent of a basic aspect of

interpersonal cognitiowsocial perspective-taking ability. Stages of

social-perspective taking refer to the developing awareness of a uniquely

human property and characteristic--sublectivicy. People as objects are

different from other objects of experience for the child because 1) people

can.think, and 2) people can think about each other and each other's thoughts.
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In other words, people are the only class Of objects with subjectivity.

How the child comes to know about these uniquely human abilities, bow

knowledge of these abilities manifest itself in the child's interpersonal

conceptions, and how this new knowledge relates to his conception of fair-

ness and justice are the foci of our research.

Just as Piaget's stages describe the ways in which the child reasons

about physical objects and logical relations, levels of social perspective

taking describe the way the child at a given level understands human sub-

jects and social relations. My analysis emphasizes the structure of social

understanding rather than the content, the ability to conceive of subjective

perspectives rather than the accuracy of person perception. Let me try to

clarify the distinction, as it is basic to all research within the Piagetian

framework.

It is common to note people who are particularly insightful into the

psychological nature of others, or people who are particularly empathetic.

These abilities, however, are not the direct focus of my research. My

research is more directly concerned with when and how the Child 'realizes that

another person can consider his point of view, not what that other pereon thinks his

specific thoughts or feelings are. What.is in other's mind is the con, tent. That

other is conceived of as having a perspective, and what the nature of the perspectives

of self and other is conceptualized to be is the structure of social thought.

These two aspects of social thought, content and structure, are Obviously related,

but for theoretical purposes, we focus on the structure. Table I briefly sum-

marizes the nature of the child's conceptions at each level.
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Very young children, even as they begin to clearly distinguish the

self from other, and the self's visual perspective from others, still lack a

conception of persons as having subjective viewpoints, as having "minds," or as

having "reasons" behind their actions. Thus "why questions" which demand an

understanding of psychological causation, such as, "why did you do that" are

often meaningless to two year olds. For example, when my eldest boy was about

2 1/2, we began to have "erbal exchanges of which the following is an example:t

Son: I want to go down the hill.

Father: You can't go down. No one will be able to watch you. Stay. here.

Son: I don't want to stay here. I want to go down.

lather: No son, you can't.

Sons 201Amite, daddy, say yes.

Father: But I don't want you to-go.

Son: (emphatically) Say yes, daddy.

My interpretation of this interchange may help to clarify what I

mean when I say that young children do not conceive of others as "subjects,"

as having covert psychological existence. My son's command to change my

response (no to yes) implies an udawareness that even if my words were

changed, that my mind would not be changed. At a slightly older age

children begin to become aware that by "saying no" I would "mean (intend)

no." My son was at level 0 social perspective taking.

My evidence for. level 0 rests mainly on anecdotes such as the above.

However, we have begun some systematic research on children as young as

four and this research has led to definitiong of hither levels of perspective-

taking ability. These studies of children from four years of age throw+h young



adulthood show that each perspective-taking stage stems from the preceding

stage and paves the way for the next one. Children may go through the

stages at different rates, but always in the same order.

The stages that I am about to describe are best viewed as idealizations.

Very rarely does one find a child whose responses fall only within the framework

of one particular stage. In factOnsofar as stages really represent new levels

of conceptual development each stage should probably be seen as representative

of the final consolidation or clarification of a concept, not its emergence.

This may help to explain why certain asps of the stages I will describe seem

to appear earlier in natural situations than on the measures we use. However,

although accurate normative age data for ezeh stage is of praztical importance,

it is the qualitative nature of the order of changes in social reasoning which I

wish to stress.
04.

Cur research has made use of a program of audio-visual filmstrips to

study perspective-taking within the context of both interpersonal and moral

dilemmas. To exemplify levels of social perspective-taking, I will draw

upon responses of children to the following interpersonal dilemma:

Two boys are trying to figure out what to get a friend for his

birthday. Greg has' already bought some checkers for Mike, but
Tan can't decide whether to get Mike a football or a little toy

truck. The boys see Mike Across the street and decide to hint

around to see what he'd like for his birthday.
4

Greg and Tom ask Mike about trucks and football, but nothing seems

to interest him. He't very sad because his dog, Pepper, has been

lost for two weeks. then Greg suggests that Mike could get a new

-dog, Mike says he doesn't ewen like to look at other dogs because

they make him miss Pepper so much. He runs off hom. nearly crying.

Greg and Tom are left with the dilemma of what to get Mike. On

their way to the toy store, they pass a store with a sign in the

window -- "Nrilies For Sale." There cr.!? tvc dcp left. Tcm

bias to make up his mlnd whether co get tike a puppy before the last

two are sold.
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After the child views a sound filmstrip depicting the above dilemma,

we present the child with questions concerning his conception of persons

(e.g., motivation, personality) and his conception of relationships between

persons (e.g., friendship, trust). Prom our analysis of children's responses

we have derived the following descriptions of perspective-taking levels.
2

Le_ val 1. ggem:SivetMdrt

Social perspective taking at level I, though primitive, has its positive

aspects. At this level, the child separates the attitude or viewpoint of

self and other. For example, the child may realize that another may be sad

even if be himself, is happy. But even though the child separates view-

points, he assumes that in similar situations, others will feel or act as

he would in that situation. Prior to level 1, there is no differentiation

of perspectives. At level 1, although the child recognizes there are more

than one perspectives on a situation, they are assumed to be identical. A

beginning conception of subjectivity emerges. but it is contaminated by a

confusion of the self's subjectivity with the subjectivity of other. Social

perspective taking at level I was predominantly found in our data in the

reasoning of children from ages four to six.. Here is an example.

Abby (5, 1): Do you thfnk Tom will get Mike a new' puppy?

Yes. He'll be h.lpnv, He's sad nor., but he'll be haP,tv.

But Mike says he never wants to see another puppy.
Dogs are fun. I like puppies. And so why will Tam get him
a puppy? Puppies are fun. I like ,luppiec.

Abby does not seem aware of the possibility that Tom might possibly not

share her attltude toward a new puply but she dues seem aware that he

has a perspective.



Level
wit;

At'level 2 social perspective taking comes clear recognition that the

self's perspective is separate from other's, and thus in unique. At this

level the child realizes that self and other may view the same, social situa-

tion in very different ways,and that similar actions might reflect disparate

reasons. The child focusses on the uniqueness of the covert, psychological

or subjective nature of others, rather than on other's overt actions. Social

perspective taking discovery involves a new awareness of the thoughts,

feelings and intentions of others as distinct from the self's.

Brenda (6, 2): Do you think Tom will get him a dog? No. If he

.121p he doesn't ::art ts. _d Q, Oat merms he:..firqcn't wine a dot,. Just

becaurx T,:Tt ;le n k!oi.:11rftan wants one.

Will Nike and .Toro be. friemis if Tom giveslOft. a puppy?

Mike -:111 beeitwants,:indefary.t,--do.

Brenda is able to differentiate the subjective perspectives of the two boys,

to focus on the viewpoints underlying their actions. However, her belief

that Mike will be angry at Tom implies that she is unable to realize that

Mike might understand that Tom was thinking about Mike when he bought the

puppy. This marks the limiting characteristic of level 2 reasoning.

bevel 3 refs' ective perspective to

The major advance of level 3 social perspective taking is the child's

ability to see the viewpoints of persons (who may, of course, be self and

Other) in relation to one another. The perspectives are now seen to exist

in a state of reciprocal influence, rather than as independent assessments

of objective gnformation in the world. For the first time the child recog-

nizes that his judgments and actions are open to the scrutiny and evalua-

tion of others, and his view of other is influenced by the realization that



others (or the self as other) can view the self as a subject. just as the self

can view others as a subject (hence self-reflective role taking). Level 3 per-

spective taking usually emerges after age eight.

Carl (8, 3): Make doesn't know what he's tslkit.ft. about. He lust

I105011111Ltn't 'tic tho !-.Fan it. Elv do you

know that? Y.,11 if I t:otlie fe,?1 ':ad too. but rater

rgLrsiljzg_tjiatLsa _ata_P_11vwan z t: u

Thexe is, a big conceptual leap between the "I like dogs; (therefore) he

likes-dogs' logic at level 1, and "If I were he, I would want a dog" at level 3.

This latter statement implies that the self can consider the self's subjective

viewpoint from a separate other's point of view. When Carl. says, "If I were

Mks r would feel sad too," we infer that Carl can view his own subjective

reaction from outside of himself, hence, self-reflection.

Level 4. Mutual perspective- taking

At level 4, the child is newly aware of the infinite regress (I know

that you know that I know that you know, etc.) characteristic of dyadic

relations; that each person is simultaneously aware of his own and other's

subjective abilities. At thbpoint (about ages 10 to 12), the child leaps

to a new level of awareness; he begins to view his own interactions with

others from a third person perspective. He begins to see interpersonal

relationships in terms of abstract mutuality, rather than concrete exchange.

Alex (11, 2): Will they still be friends if Tom gets Mike the puppy?

Well if Tom ets Mike a runny and Mike doesn't like it Tom still
twe?knms that Mi 0 understqr1 rnin

happy. They are good friends and good friends understand each other.

At this level the child begins to understand that each subject can be

simultaneously and mutually aware of the other person's subjectivity, his

thoughts, feelings, and motivAtion. As we noted before, more complex levels

of awareness emerge in adolescence.



So far we have discussed levels of perspective-taking ability, in an

interpersonal context. But how do these levels relate to moral conceptions

in children? To study this question we have developed socio-moral dilemmas

which pose the subject with a problem concerning either punitive or positive

justice. Punitive justice measures test for conceptions of transgression,

rules, obligations, and punishment; positive justice measures test for concepts

of how rewards and resources may be, distributed fairly. In each case, the

Child is asked for his judgment of what constitutes a good solution to the

dilemma. This response is then extensively probed in order to obtain a

full sample of his moral reasoning. A typical moral dilemma follows:

Holly is an eight-year-old girl who likes to climb trees.

She is the best tree - climber in the naighborhood. One day

while climbing down from a tall tree, she falls off the
bottom branch but doesn't hurt herself.. Her father sees

her fall. He is upset and asks her to promise not to climb

trees any more. Holly promises.

Later that day, Holly. meets Shawn. Shawn's kitten is caught

up a tree and can't get doen. Something has to be done right

away or the kitten may fall. Holly is the only one who .climbs

trees well enough to reach the kitten, but she remembers

her promise to her father.

These dilemmas are also presented through audio-vieUal filmstrips.

To clarify the ,distinction between the two types of social-cognitive

tasks, social and moral, the puppy dilemma focusses on the child's perspective-

taking.ability as it influences his prediction as to what the characters in the

situation will do and think (hence social), whereas the kitten dilemma elicits

from the child a prescription as to what the character in the situation oueht

to do (hence .moral) .1

Any given social dilemza nay be viewed prescriptively, i.e., 2rom an

obligatory or moral perspective. (For example, "Is it murdliy rim Cor.lcm

to give Mike the .14.ppy?") Howwer, nrobe questions for the soci..2-intcrp,;z:.;na;

dilennar. 'asked specifically for reasoning of a non-moral nature.
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Our research and conceptualization of the relation of social perspective

taking to moral reasoning indicates that each new level of moral reasoning

requires a new form of social perspective-taking ability. One can have a level

Of perspective-taking higher than one's level of moral Judgment, but level

ability. Lot me try to clarify this relation with a. brief description of the

morel reasoning of young children at the earliest moral stages.1

The premorai child, befime the development of level I perspective-

taking does not differentiate his judgments from his desires, nor does he see

the need to justify his judgment by reference to any criteria beyond those

desires.

Dana (4, 10): Say you were the father. How much would you punish
Holly? Sixmpk.ins.s. You'd give her six spankings? Yeah. Why
would you do that 1&ssatgleUt. Suppose you decided to
spank her 100 times, would that be O.K.? No. Why not? 'Cause I
don't want it to be O.K.

At this stage, the child's reasons for his moral choices are

merfdly reasseLions of his desire for the choice to occur, rather than

justifications of that choice. The judgments are made as if there was

only (me way of viewing a social situation and as if that way was held

by all viewers. it follows that the child implicitly (without

refluctloa) assumes that his judgments will, be aceptable to all parties

coueenled. Since the child dace not recognize the possibility of different

viewpoint, neither does he recognise the possibility that a solution

which serves the self's desires may be in conflict with the desires of

others. This reasoning is egocentric and time bound; it does not incor-

porate issues beyond the imzedinte vishzs of the Nelf. Most characteris-
se

1The stage descriptions and examples of moral reasoning are taken from
a paper by IL Selman and W. Damon, The necessity (hut insufficiency) of social
perspective taking fatconceptions of justice at three early levels. In D.
DePalma (Ed.) lovola svm,osium on recent renenrch in morll. development.
Baltimore, Md., L. Erlhaem, in pr2ss.
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tic'lly, these judgments confuse moral choices and moral justifications with

statements of egocentric desire.

The child whose moral reasoning is based on level I nersoectivo

taking sees the necessity of justifying his judgments on the basis of

criteria more universal than his own desires. By his reference to

external, observable physical characteristicscriteria which are,outside

himself, and thus not purely subjective--the child introduces an element

of objectivity into !IL; justifications. Such reference to objective

justification implies the awareness of separate social perspectives--

an awareness available to the child at social perspective-taking

level 1.

Brian (4, 10): Who should get the most cake for dessert in

your family? Mg. Why ts that? ecact*.hthitsIBLjtur_y_ler.

In fact, this child has probably misrepresented the truth in order

to justify this judgment; for it is doubtful that he is.the fastest runner

in his family and equally dubious that he receives the largest share of

the cake. Nonetheless, he has perceived the need to justify his judg-

ments on the basis of a seemingly objective criterion--i.e. that the

fastest should get the most. His attempt here is to employ reasons which

might be shared by others, whereas at an earlier stage there was no swat

attempt. The toddler's "Because I want it" is no longer seen as reason

enough; there is now a sense that such reasoning would be futile in

convincing another of his position. In other words, now there is a

beginning awareness on the part of the child that to be morally right

his wishes need to be shared by others in some sense, and that therefore

he must refer to some external criteria in order to convince another
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that he is right. But this awareness is both made possible and at the

sane time limited by the constraints of level 1 social perspective taking.

For, though the child at level 1 is aware of the perspective of another,

he cannot accurately construct it, nor appreciate its differences from

the perspective of the self. The basic operationg assumption of these children

is that although persons have separate viewpoints what is right for the

child will be right for all others.

The new discovery of level 2 (subjective) perspective taking is

that other has a covert ar subjective existence unique and separate

from the child's. From the new realization comes an understanding in

the moral realm that the similar social acts of different actors can

stem from different subjective intentions. It follows that some of these

intentions may be considered "good", others "bad." The child now realizes

that the intention behind an act cannot be inferred directly from the

act itself: He sees that two persons might intend something very different

by the same act. The child can new reason that acts are not right or

wrong in themselves, but rather that acts intending good are right, and

those intending bad are wrong, to this light, the child begins to dis-

tinguish between what persons have the right to do and what they have

the power to do-And thus to distinguish moral perscriptions from social

'predictions. He is able for the first time to evaluate the judgments of

adults and authorities, and to consider their judgments wrong when he

disagrees.

Tom (6, 8): Should the father punish her for.elinbing the tree?
He could, but it wou4c:nit be rirht. Uhy not? ilecause She knSli',c.

Apistjmysitinr1 tryinT to save the:Kitty.

Sarah (7, 4): Do yo': think Holly's father would uw,derstand.if she

told him why zhc c1ir...1.,cd the tree? :.Yes. Be tit* she not thr, Litt.en

down instend of itiKt Cligibin11_22_212LISSOS. just ell:;;;)1a it ;:or



the major discovery at level 3 social perspective taking is that the

self is aware that other can consider the self's point of view, and that this,

in turn, influences the self's perspective on other.

The reasoning about justice of children who apply their level 3 perspective

.taking to the moral domain is distinguished by the child's ability to coordinate

the perspectives of two persons (his own and another's, or those of two others),

and to view those perspectives in their relation to one another. The child

now begins to see that his judgment is in part'a function of his own subjective

attitudes and that it will be evaluated by another. Thus it is necessary for

him to anticipate potential conflicti and to resolve them by making judgments

which take the other's perspective into account. Justice reasoning is now

based on a new level of interpersonal reciprocity. 'When the self is con-

sidered both as self and as other, fairness can became an agreement between

two parties as to what constitutes a fair arrangement between them. Justice

is now defined as the process by which opposing views of right and wrong were

reconciled and coordinated. This process has its roots in the child's recognition

that his judgments and actions are open to the scrutiny and evaluation of others.

When level 3 perspective taking is applied in the moral domain there exists an

imperative for the self to take the perspective of.other in addition to his

own in making a moral judgment.

*
Tam (10, 0): You should
say you're about to stop
And you wouldn't yant to
really step on t:te Int.

take the other perqen s pninion. Like

on an ant. avid vou 0,:lt in the an shoes

be ki:1e4or scmethinsi_po Z wouldn't

In dais example, the child changes places with tha other (the ant)

and looking back on himself as he would view hl=self if he were the ant

recognizes that his decision tc kill the ant would ba unacceptable from
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the ant's point of view. And so he decides that it would he wrong to step

on the ant.

Behind this imperative to take another's perspective lies the recog-

nition that if self and other aro truly to be viewed as subjects, each with

*

his own perspectiA.e, then their judgients and evaluations of the same social

situation may conflict; hence pio necessily, for some coordination of their

perspectives.

Still missing is the ability to see the reciprocal relations

between two individuals from outside the dyad, from a third party

position. The perspectives reciprocally taken are still concretely

those of self and other. The claims of each are not seen as enalyzable

by a third party who can orient to the two claims mutually and simul-

taneously. Thus, if an adult gets a child to agree to trade the child's

five dollars for the adult's candy bar, this is seen as "fair" as long

as the two parties (child and adult) agree to the fairness of the

arrangement.

It is not until social perspective taking level 4 that the subject

is potentially able to step ouside of the concrete dyad and view the

interaction from a third person point of view. At this point a judgment

can be made concerning the unfairness of the two-party arrangement. The

five-dollar-candy bar trade is unfair because an impartial observer would

judge the adult to be "taking advantage" of the child even if the child

thinks it Is a fair deal. But this is the skill of mutual perspective

taking, and is rarely found in children younger than ten.

Our present research focus is on how perspective taking levels
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Our p' sent research focus is on how perspective taking levels

influence interpersonal conceptions, conceptions such as personality,

motivation, friendship, peer and sibling relations, and parental and

authority relations. However we have also dealt with educational

implications of a sequence of perspective-taking levels. It is this work

and its implications for social and moral education in the elementary

grades to which I will now turn.
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II, Educational implications of perspective-taking levels

Ironicclly the educators who deny that Piagetian theory has any

direct or meaningful implications for education focus o.ly on Piaget's

theoretical assertion that there are universal, lawful, consistent, and

invariant stages in the development of reasoning. Often these educators

ask, why teach something which will develop whether I teach it or not?

In fact, they ask whether one can teach developmental concepts or abili-

ties at al ;. Overlooked, however, is the role of variability in the

theory. YirSt, univerftlity of sequence does not imply' biological in-

variance ankh as a biological theory of intelligence might. Experience

plays a critical part in conceptual stage development. One way to under-

stand,educational implications within a theory of universal stage develop-

ment is to understand that in theory, certain intellectual and social ex-

periences are also universal, such as the observation that a dropped ball

falls or that people get angry. Each child needs to "experience" these

experiences if he is to'develop through the entire sequence. The number

and kind of experiences have a more or.less facilitating effect on develop-

ment. Second, there is a wide range of indiVidual differences-in the rate

of development through the hypothesized invariant sequence oUstages. For

example, much research, including Inhelder's monograph, The diagnosis of

reasoning in the nencallretarded, supports both the hypothesis of uni-

versality of the sequence of logical thOught and the hypothesis of fixation

or retardation of rate of stage devel6pusea in some ehilAvn. Third, even

within the individual there is variability of level of reasoning depending

upon the concept or domain reasoned about. These aspects of structural de-

velopmentcl theory hear directly on education.
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It own educational interest within the Piagetian framework has been

social development and has beep guided by the conceptualization of social

perspective taking levels I discussed in the first part of this paper. For

the past several years my colleagues and I have worked to develop paradigm-

atic methods of social education based upon a structural-developmental

approach to understanding and stimulating children's perspective taking

ability. The cornerstone of our approach is guided peer group discussion.

We have developed audio-visual filmstrips which portray open-ended social

dilemmas typical of the lives of children of elementary-grade age. Each

filmstrip leaves the ending to the dilemma open. Arriving at a solution

is up to each child. Development occurs through the exercise of the child's

reasoning and the exposure to the reasoning of peers. Children at different

levels of social reasoning may decide on the same alternative, but the reasons

they use to justify their choice may differ. Although final choices are im-

portant, the emphasis is on considering reasons.

The filmstrips we use to promote and stimulate the exercise of social

reasoning and judgment are basically the same as the dilemmas we have used

in our research to study the social reasoning of each. child

However, while interviews with indiyidual dhildren are essential to the

psychological description of stages of interpersonal and moral reasoning,

according to structural theory the discussion of these dilemmas by peers

within a group is the basis for meeting the educational criteria of de-

velopmental change. This is because optimal movement to more adequate social

reasoning is s- en to cccur through two ha Le developmental principles: (a)

social-conceptual conflict and (b) exposure to reasoning slightly above the

1Dur filmstrips, entitled First Things: Values, and First Things: Social
Reasoning are published by Guidance Associates. Plaasantville, Mew York.
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child's own level. Social-conceptual conflict refers to the rethinking

of one's own theory of the nature of the social world and social relations.

In this respect, Flavell writes:

"In the.course of his contacts (and especially, his conflicts and
arguments) with other children, the child increasingly finds him-
self forced to reexamine his own precepts and concepts in the light
of those of others and by so doing gradually rids himself of cog-
nitive egocentrism." 2

Furthermore, peer group discussion is also the most natural vehicle for

exposing the child to reasoning slightly higher in the developmental sequence

than his own. Here are two excerpts from typical discussions of the lost

puppy dilemma among third graders which exemplify these principles:

1. kmosnill_sanaLat

Bill: Get him a dog to replace Pepper.

Bob: But remember, Mike said he didn't want to see anybody else's dog.

Bill: Yeah, but that would be his dog.

Bob: Yeah, but it wouldn't be Pepper (I up)

Bill: Name him Pepper.

Bob: Still not the same thing.

In this exchange, gob challenges Bill to reflect on his own reasoning.

What does Bob mean when he says, "Still not the same thing"? If Bill thinks

about this idea in juxtaposition to his own concepts of social relationships,

it may provide the mechanism for social concept development.

2John navel]. The development of role-taking and communication skills

elLAldisa, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1968
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2. Ditlaultaa=nshildron at two different levels

Alex- (level 2)

I think it's important because like um, if you buy something ah,

something for the other person, that he doesn't like, he might get

mad at you or something and not be your friend or something and
then you'd just be down one friend and if you hadda have very many
friends besides the ones in school* So if I did that I'd be in

trouble.

Jane (level 2)

Yeh, but theta not gonna make them not friends. His friend will

understand. Besides, I think that um, he should buy the puppy
because in a month or two he's going to be wanting one. He just

said that because he lost his dog and he's sad. I think he should

buy it and he'll start to like the dog and after a few days he'll

stop thinking about Pepper once he gets another thing he loves

a lot.

In this second example, Alex has a very concrete and momentto moment

conception of friendship. Jane rejects Alex's reasoning based on her aware-

ness that friendship is based on expectations of each person toward one another,

not on specific acts such as the gifts that one person gives the other. Her

reasoning represents a stage one above Alex's and provides stimulation for

him, as well as for herself. This discussion exemplifies another aspect of

stages of reasoning: children at higher levels usually reject lower level

reasoning as immature or inadequate.

Our aim has not been to accelerate development through social perspective-

taking levels. Rather it has been to devise a peer oriented developmental

program whose aims are (a) the stimulation and exercise of the child's social

perspective-taking ability across a range of social judgment and behavior,

and (b) the prevention of retardation of social understanding.

We stress stimulation and prevention of retardation rather than acceler.

ation `or the following reasons. First, research indicates that movement
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from stage to stage is a long term process. Findings indicate that complete

transition from one level to the next may take several years or more. Teachers

therefOre, should not expect to see great leaps from level to level in the

space of a few months. Stages refer to the qualitatively new ways of thinking,

not to overnight change. Furthermore, the ages given for our research are

only averages. A child may move into a level earlier or later than the guid-

lines suggest. And sometimes a child can be in transition between two levels.

Second, only when the child has a firm command of one level of reasoning does

the next level begin to be accessible to him. In other words, over the long

haul, rapid development may not be optimal development.

Just as children need to exercise their reading and math skills, they

must also exercise their social and logical abilities across a wide range

of situations. Perhaps the most important point to make with renard Jo,

ional ractice is that he a lie tio o social ers ec ,ve -t

ability to the child's performance across a ranee of social behaviors in not,

an automatic process. For example, in the application of perspective-taking

to moral development, our research points to the fact that each perspective-

taking level is necessary but not sufficient for a parall 1 moral level.

This means that a high level of perspective taking ability, does not guarantee

equivalently mature moral thought. As a case in point, recent research in-

dicates that although delinquents have quite adequate perspective taking

ability compared to their peers, they do not apply this ability to their

moral judgment. Our basic educational goal is to help children apply the

perspective taking they have to various areas of social behavior. We

speculate that in the long run, such applications will eventually facilitate

forward stage movement.

In addition to moral and interpersonal contexts, two other overlapping

areas of-social development are dealt with in our work:
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ernhlems--When two people get separated in a busy

store without having planned where to meet, each person must think about

what the other is thinking. If a person plans to meet someonw else at

the park but forgets to specify which park, both people must do some

perspectivit taking. Many games of strategy also depend on ,a player's

ability to figure out his opponent's potential behavior. In social

problems of cooperation, coordination, and competition, an essential

element for success is the ability to take another's perspective.

mpa_t_ia.±Iesit__.itLIasvesICtuticatonttls--Parents are familiar with the

problem of trying to understand what a young child means when he vqers

to "this" or "that" while on the other end of the phone or in another

room. The child has not taken into account the fact that the listener

cannot see what is meant by "this" or "that". The ability to communicate

one's point of view is important ,in a child's attempt to persuade others

when he believes he has a good idea, or when it is necessary for him

to clarify his ideas in a social situation that hs become confused. To

communicate or persuade effectively, the child must be able to take into

account the needs and wishes of his listener.

While these distinctions among areas may be conceptually useful in

pointing out the need for the application of perspective-taking ability,

in the "real worl4" each social area is inextricably intertwined with the

others. For example, in one of our educational perspective-,taking dilemmas,

a young girl, Jane, truthfully tells her friend Brian that she cannot go

to the rodeo with him because her aunt fs coming to town. Brian takes the

rejection personally, and claimu lane does not really want to go with him..

When Jane finds out she can go after all, she calls Brian but he has already
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left. Jane goes with another friend and, of course, runs into Brian.

What will Jane do, what will she t 11 Brian? To think maturely about

the problem demands sensitivity in many social areas. It demands appli-

cation of perspective-taking ability to interpersonal problems (awareness

of Brian's `feelings and attitudes towards Jane--he thinks she does not

like him). It demands persuasive and communication abilities (Jane must

consider Brian's perspective as she explains her presence at the rodeo).

And it demands value judgment. (It may be easier to lie rather than pre-

sent a truthful but unlikely story, but is that really being fair to

everyone involved?)

Our educational assertions are in keeping with the evidence of struc-

tural developmental theory. Direct short term vertical training of higher

stages is relatively unsuccessful. But the horizontal application of a

structure of thought to a wide range of content areas lays the groundwork

for subsequent vertical development.

Furthermore, education based on social-developmental stages should

not be viewed as a Band Aid approach, i.e.othat stimulation of a stage of

social or moral reasoning will repair specific classroom management problems

is a theoretical misinterpretation. Rather, structural theory has impli-

cations for a general educational approach to be built into the fabric of

the daily class activity. Let me clarify this point with reference to two

final topics; first, the developmental conception of the teacher's role,

and second, some pilot research evaluating our educational procedures.

The teacher within our'framework has two ma!or functions: a) to

arrange the optimal conditions for open discussion, and b) to help keep

the discussions relevant and stimulating. The most challenging problem
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for teachers, particularly in the elementary grades, is to help children

to focus on reasons and reasoning rather than on just right answers. The

teacher must encourage the child to give reasons for their opinions and

to demand them ol others in the group.

Although we emphasize peer discussion, occasionally the teacher must

intervene in the discussion to keep it focussed. Children, like adults,

can wander from the main issues desigwed in the original dilemma. The

teacher must use his judgment in guiding the discussion back to the main

issue. For example, in the puppy story a discussion of the types of dogs

that the children in the class have would be considered somewhat off the

track. However, some digressions may be very valuable in that they ex-

plore important areas of social reasoning and may relate to the underlying

social concerns of the dilemma. Here is an example:

Andy: My dog was killed by a car and we got another one later on.

Karen: How'd you feel?

Andy: Well, um, I when I got it for a Christmas present and everybody

was all excited about it and um, so I, so and there vas a lot of
pictures being...so I didn't have any time to feel happy or sad

or mad or glad.

The teacher can use such a situation to encourage further probing

into social reasoning and to bring the child's relevant personal experience'

into the realm of discussion. Furthermore, by conceiving of the filmstrips

as a model, the teacher can begin to take natural classroom experiences as

the basis for peer group discussion.

Although elementary grade children readily discuss hypothetical dilemmas

when presented audio-visually, with practice, children are just as capable

of using the methods I have described to discuss the real-life events of

their own parental, peer,and authority relations. In fact, in one pilot
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uttuly whteh wt* have undertaken to evaluate the effeetivunens of our peer-

discussion approach on the moral reasoning of second gradorso there was

evidence that the gr,;atv:it advance in reasoning occurred when leachers

used our curriculum as a paradigm for "natural" moral discuasions to re-

solve claasroom conflicts the rest of the school year. (Selman and

Lieberman, 1974)

In this study we compared three groups--two experimental, and alto

comparison group. The two experimental groups participated over five

weeks, in hour long, twice-a-week structural-developmontol diocusoton

of the filmed moral dilemmas of our auciel-development prograM, One

experimental group was led by traieed developmental discupstou group

leaders, the other by the classroom teachers. All children's moral

reesoning was assessed prior to the experimental intervention, pot sub-

sequent to the intervention, and 5 months later, at the end of the school

year. From a statistical perspective, the pre-post test upward change in

level of reasoning across the three groups was significantly greater for

the experimental gLoups than for the control. Interestingly, differences

between teacher-led and developmental leader-led groups were insignificant.

However, the most interesting result from an educational viewpoint was the

change of level of reasoning for both types of experimental groups from

pre- to follow-up testing at the end of the school year. The mean amount

of change was about one-half a stage of reasoning for both experimental

groups over the control group.

The explanation of these results probably lies in the fact that the

teachers whose classes participated in the experimental intervention con-

tinued to use the methods of small group discussion to resolve the inter-

personal and moral conflict which arose in their classroom throughout the
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school year.

The most compelling evidence so far for the effectiveness of the

developmental discussion group model is not statistical levels of sig-

nificance but the protocols themselves, the actual reasoning of the

children in-response to our assessemnt procedures. Below are excerpts

of the responses of a second grade boy, Peter, age 8 who participated
a

in the experimental group of the intervention study.

Pre-test (October)

What would you do if you were Holly?

well. I would r om se / ues

Why would you keep your promise?

-ILL...4ould be bate.

Why would it be better?

Because m daddy said not to climb trees and I leht et hurt an

,it's not n1.221.

It is not a good idea to break your promise?

,Ngt

Why isn't that a good idea?

- Se ease heir eaddv d e nit want her to It ts iCer to do what ';our

lArtsnts

If she climbs the tree, should she tell her father?

Egt. Lik_miatJALLatAgE.
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Post post-test (May)

Do you think Holly should help Sean by climbing the tree to get the

kitten down?

Lutapst....141.

Why?

a yelh_the eat is a living thins and / am sure Holly's mother wouldn't
;mind or Hoitx's c.u.hor,

Sean says he will keep it a secret if Holly climbs the tree, is that
a good ideal

Why not?

- It is better to tell your father what you did becnuse he might ^et
ymied anyway I think it is mu_______chbettertoellwaisedvour
father, then he won't tet so-upset maybe.

Would you help Sean get the kitten down?

- I suppose so.

Why?

- Because as I said, the cat is a living thing and Sean must like it.

What about the promise to your father?

The .romisc to my father I think well, I

tame home to tell

climb the tree I could climb it.

The kitten miAht fall before your father tete' home and he is away on

a business trip and won't be home for several days.

Thc9111/221iffL1112115MIDd when
taLtttLierehome I would

did.

would watt until father
couldhii vhat hnd hinrened ind then if he said as



On the pretest, Peter chose not to climb the tree. His choice is

based on an orientation to authority ("it is nicer to do what your parents

say") and to consequences ("I might get hurt"). However, this orientation

to consequences also effects his belief that it is a good idea to keep

the wrongdoing a secret to avoid the consequences of her father's anger.

,There is a major change iri both content and structure on Peter's post-

post-test. Here he thinks Holly should help Sean (content) because the parent

will consider Holly's reason ("Holly's father or mother wouldn't mind") (struc-

ture) and although he would climb the tree, he would not keep it a secret (content)

from Holly's father because the act of keeping a secret is worse than the pro-

mise breaking itself in the father's viewpoint ("Then he won't get so upset")

(structure).

It is not so much that Peter changed the content of his choices from

one time to the next which is educationally salient here, but that the

basis upon which he justifies his choices have changed. On the pretest,

Peter did not consider intentions. None of his responses indicated an

awareness that the father would consider the motives of Holly. On the post-

test this awareness is clearly evident. That Peter now considers that one

person can base his actions on the awareness of the intentions (subjectivity)

of another rather than only on the actions of another, is an example of

educational development from a structural point of view.

In sum, I have spoken today from the perspective of a developmental

psychologist interested in psychological getorventlms and assessment

methods for young children's social rPasoning which also are relevent to

educational psychology. The task of educators is to coordinate this



approach with thier own theories and practical experience. Do not

expect one approach to explain all there is to know about the behavior

or education of children. However, in seeking to define basic character-

istics of each level of social, interpersonal, and moral thought, and in

seeking to understand the mechanism of change from one level to the next,

developmental psychology has &eat potential for a meaningful contribution

to education.
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TABLE

WU' DEsciurrION OF SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE-TAKING LEVELS

Level Description

2

3

4

Egocentric perspective taking
Although the child can identify super.
ficial emotions in other people, he
often confuses other's perspective with
his own. He does not realize other may
see a social situation differently from
the way he does.

IvIdIssixeLmTfpective taking
Child begins to understand that other
people's thoughts and feelings may be
the same or different from his. Ha
realizes that people feel differently
or think differently because they are
in different situations or have differ-
ent information.

Self-reflfSlia2=EPAELLY.IIAkinZ
The child is able to reflect on his own
thoughts and feelings. Ho can anticipate
other's perspective on his own thought;
and feelings and realize that this influences
his perspective on other.

Mutual perspective takini
The child can assume a third-person point
of view. He realizes that in a two-person
interaction each can put himself in the
other's place and view himself from that
vantage point before deciding how to react.


